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• Physician led multidisciplinary rapid response teams can potentially
reduce adverse patient outcomes through early recognition of
deteriorating clinical status, prompt intervention with standardized
protocols and collaborative workflows 1,2.
• The Halifax Critical Assessment Team (HaliCAT) responds to emergency
situations within the hospital.
• The process for notifying physicians of emergent events through paging
was found to be complex and an inefficient system.
• Technology options that could streamline physician notification of
changes in patient status were examined.
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• To describe the decision making process of choosing a secure messaging
voice-activated alerting and communication system.
• To present the adoption of new communication technology by mapping
the current state terrain identifying barriers and by designing effective
communication process for future state change management for
coordinated deployment.
• To review the collaborative approach between clinicians, physicians,
operations, and IT in merging optimized workflow processes in product
development of an effective rapid response notification system.

Operations
• Automation of notification
• Decrease manual pages and
follow-up processes to confirm staff
or provider received calls.
• Streamline notification and escalation
process of each rapid response team
member.
• Evaluate decreasing multi-modality
communication choices to eliminate
inaccurate notification.
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Time: up to 10 minutes
• Usability
• Speed in alerting and notification
• Enhances mobility and not disrupt
workflow to multitask
• Accuracy of alerting the right team
members to respond.
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A multidisciplinary committee was formed to ensure that all stakeholders
were represented and fully participated in the decision making process.
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In mapping the process and workflows, opportunity identified to
i) Improve the notification process
ii) Decrease the time between recognition of patient deterioration
and the communication alert to notify the HaliCAT physicians
and team.
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This process provides a good example of a multidisciplinary collaborative
approach to determine a communication technology solution for a real world
clinical problem to streamline the process, increase efficiency, increase accuracy
and reduce time between recognition and response.
Each of the stakeholders had different legitimate concerns and priorities that the
technology needed to address.
The next step is to continue to collect and analyze data, using both quantitative
and qualitative methods, that can be used to review the process and to continue to
optimize user satisfaction and effectiveness of rapid response notification system.

